
Ref: AISV-14th WR- 31st JULY TO 04th AUGUST 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-14th WR-
31st JULY TO 04th AUGUST 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little learners were shown & explained the
National symbols.

Pre-writing skills Kids enjoyed tracing Zigzag lines in their
textbook.

Literacy skills Toddlers were introduced to the letter Y. And
tracing and colouring was also done.

Pre-Math skills Little ones enjoyed counting 1, 2, 3 with fingers
and virtually saw the same.

GK(picture talk) Juniors traced on the Rectangle shape in their
textbook.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Eye hand coordination activity was done by
passing the thread through straw.(Straw
Activity).

Rhymes & Stories Little ones were introduced to the new rhyme I
hear thunder ⚡⛈ and also enjoyed the same
on T.V.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little scholars solved different types of puzzles
to enhance their cognitive skills.

Literacy skills Little Masters practised Capital letter S and T
and Small Letter s and t in their Textbook.Little
Champs were introduced Two letter words-
of,on,or,ox sight words from Phonic Primer TB.

Numeracy skills Toddlers have practised Number 16 and 17
through Tens and Ones concept in their
Textbook. They revised Number 12 through
Tens and Ones concept and practised the same
in their NB.

Language smart (Hindi) Little champs were practised �वर ऋ in their
notebook and also introduced �वर ऐ in their
Textbook.

GK(picture talk) Little chaps were introduced to a new topic 'My
Daily Routine' from their TB and also were
introduced with a new topic 'Fruits'.

Art & Craft Little Artist coloured rectangle shape and also
coloured Brinjal.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little Champs kicked the ball and tried to hit
the colourful cones to enhance their eye
coordination with the target to be hit.



They also dipped their tiny hands and woollen
thread in the liquid colour and drew floral
patterns in their Yuva Drawing book.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
'Out in the Garden' and they merrily recited the
same and also coloured the kites with their
favourite colour.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Munchkins were shown the process of
preparing the compost fertiliser and the
importance of it as a part of World conservation
day.

Literacy skills Little Champs practised writing 'tr' words and
sentences of 'r' blend concept.They also
practised tracing different patterns as a prior
practice of cursive writing.

Numeracy skills Toddlers counted beads in count of tens and
showed the loose beads, as per the given
number to them as a part of revision of tens
and ones through beads.

Language smart (Hindi) Students practised writing Vyanjan त, थ, द and
ध along with the reading of vyanjan rhymes.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Small kids enjoyed the fruit peel off activity
and also enjoyed eating the healthy fruits with
their friends in class. Kids have played the hula
hoop game with soldiers crawling.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers revised rhymes ‘Do re mi’ and
‘Fruit salad’ and introduced the new rhyme
‘Animal Homes' with action and video.



GK(picture talk) Little Champs practised reading and writing the
hard words of indoor and outdoor safety.

Art & Craft Kids learned and enjoyed tear and paste in
craft.

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids were introduced with the use of
He/She/It/They and they also practised a few tongue
twisters.

English Stencil - Kids did textual exercise and were
introduced with a new chapter, L-4 Just Like Me.

Numeracy skills Kids were revised 1 to 50 number names, 2 digit addition
on number line, Vertical addition and make 10 and add in
textbook as well as notebook.

Mental Maths -Discussed and solved addition sums orally
and enjoyed solving riddles.

Science around us Kids get to know about Animal World through L-6 The
Animal World. They also enjoyed learning about the habitat
of animals and types of animals.



Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने उ क� मा�ा सीखी और उ क� मा�ा के श�द �सख कर अ�यास
�कया।
Hindi Lab - �वतं� �दन का मह�व कहानी �वारा �सखाया।

Language Smart -
Gujarati

Shown PPT and introduced the different names of places in
Gujarati.

Life skills Kids were curious to learn about the life cycle of different
animals.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Kids practised exercises of L-2 Types of Computers in the
textbook and revised with the same.

Alphanumeric Students practised Ascending and Descending Numbers
(1-50) on Board, and also practised funny tongue twisters
in English.

G.K Students wrote the first 4 Planets (2 points each) in G.K
notebook.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured Alphabet (A,B) in the Drawing
notebook, and also drew and coloured House, Sun and Sky
in Navyug drawing book.

Library Little champs keenly listened and understood the story
“The lion and the mouse” in The library period.

Dance Students practising dance on the occasion of Independence
day ( Ae Watan Mere Aabad Rahe Tu).

Physical Education
- PE

Students participated in intra classes corn pyramid race.
Selection for the Sports week has begun.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Students learned comprehension and
introduced to the ch.4 'Adjectives'.

English Stencil - Students were introduced to the ch.4
'What's Neema Eating Today?' and wrote difficult words and
word meanings in the notebook.

English Cafe - Students wrote the meaning of tongue twister
and also wrote 6 examples of tongue twister.

Numeracy skills Maths - Students were introduced to the ch.4 'Addition of
Bigger Numbers' and learned adding 2-digit and 3-digit
numbers along with regrouping and did the textual exercises

Mental Maths - Students practised addition of 2-digit and
3-digit numbers through textual exercises.



Science around
us

Kids attempted a class test of textual exercises of chapter 2.
They were introduced to chapter 8-Animals in the Jungle
along with textual exercises.

Language Smart
- Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने पाठ - "चूँ- चूँ , �याऊँ- �याऊँ" का अ�ययन और अ�यास काय�
पणू� �कया। �याकरण म� पाठ "एक- अनेक" का अ�ययन और अ�यास काय�
�कया।

Life Skills Students wrote about the importance of playing sports and
they were explained the story of Shaheed Bhagat Singh to
learn patriotism and sacrifices of freedom fighters to achieve
independence.

G.K Explained and shown video of Solar System and written
introduction and Names of Planets in G.K notebook.

Tech Smart -
Computer

Little kids wrote difficult words in their notebooks. (Lesson
-2 input,output and storage device).

Physical
Education - PE

Students participated in intra classes corn pyramid race.
Selection for the Sports week has begun.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured 'Fish' in the drawing book and
coloured a 'temple' in their A & C book.

Library In the Library period students enjoyed the story "The Sun
and the animals".They listened to the story very curiously as
the story was about friendship.

Music Little artists practised patriotic song through video and tune.

Dance Students practised dance on the occasion of Independence
day (Ae Watan Watan Mere Aabad Rahe Tu).

Primary Section



Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Poem-A Good Play,poem related answer the reference to the
context done in the class.
3A/B, chapter-5, seek and hide-chapter reading and
explanation and related video shown in the class.

English Grammar: Explained about the degrees of adjectives.
Textual exercises from the same were also discussed and
done in the class.

Science

Mathematics Explanation of multiplication of 2-digit numbers using vertical
and lattice method was done. Textual exercises related to the
topic were solved. Completed ch-4 Multiplication.

Hindi

3B/c छा�� ने ग�रमा पा�य प�ुतक म� पंछ� क� चाह के अतं�गत आने वाले सभी
अ�यास काय� परूा �कया।
�याकरण प� लेखन का अ�यास �कया गया।
3A- सं�ा, �लगं, वचन से संबं�धत प�रभाषा व उदाहरण �लखवाए गए।
�व�या�थ�य� को प�-लेखन का भी अ�यास करवाया गया।
पाठ जलती-हांडी का क�ा म�ूयांकन भी �लया गया।

Music Students learned and sang patriotic song.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup .

Computer Continuing with chapter 4 "More on windows OS" theory
completed till Changing the background.

Library time Students enjoyed the story telling session “ Arabian nights:
The first old man during the library period.



PE Students participated in intra classes back hand races.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Art & Craft Gr. 3A kids have enjoyed drawing and coloured a 'Dancing
lady' and ' two musicians 'in warli style, folk art of
Maharashtra. 3B kids draw and coloured 'Fish' in Madhubani
style,folk art of Bihar. 3C kids have enjoyed drawing and
colouring the Rajasthani puppets in their sketch book.

EPS Students actively participated in the Rose thorns and Buds
activity wherein they presented their views on the good
things that happened with them in a day (ROSE), worst
things that happened with them (Thorns) and the things they
want should happen with them (Buds).

Grade 4

English
Eng lit : Explanation of the story Kanna Panna was done in
the class.

English Grammar: Explained about the possessive and
qualifying adjectives. Textual exercises from the same were
also discussed and done in the class.

Mathematics
Explanation of finding the estimated quotient, actual
quotient and actual remainder was done. Textual exercises
related to the topic were solved. Completed ch- 4 Division.

Science Section C: Textual exercises of the chapter Materials from
the Earth were done in the class.

Social Studies Section C: The soil of India, Explanation and textual
exercises were done in the class.
Section A/B : The soil of India, Explanation of questions
/answers and textual exercises were done in the class.
Class test was conducted on this chapter.

Sanskrit छा�� को नया पाठ “मम क�ा “ का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया |
“�ीमदभगवद गीता “ के 12 वे अ�याय के पहले �लोक का गान �कया और
अनवुाद को समझा |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �લો ના નામ�ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ નવી બોધ વાતા� "�ણ માછલીઓ" પાઠની સમજ મેળવી , તેની
ચચા� કર� અને તે�ું વાચંન કર� અઘરા શ�દો , શ�દોના અથ� લ�યા.

Hindi पाठ-7 अडंे के �छलके, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ से संबं�धत पाठ चचा�, अ�धकतम
श�द व म�ूय आधा�रत ��न उ�र समझाए व �लखवाए गए।
4B/C- पाठ-8, तांगेवाला, पाठ का अ�ययन करवाया गया व पाठ को समझाया
गया।

Computer Continuing with chapter 4 - " PowerPoint presentation"
Practically shown features like inserting tables, 3D models,
Shapes, inserting new slide, slideshow run, animations ,
transitions, etc.
With that particular topic theory completed.
Grade 4A done practical also.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup.

PE Students participated in intra classes backhand races.

Library time Students enjoyed the story telling session “ Arabian nights:
The Merchant and the Genie and read the same during the
library period.

Music Students learned and sang patriotic songs.

Art & Craft Gr. 4A drawn and coloured a man is doing Bhangra dance of
Punjab. 4B kids draw and coloured the lord Jagganath
(Rathyatra), a famous and popular religious festival of
Odisha. 4C kids drew and coloured a Pattachitra (folk art) of
Bengal. They have done all their art works in their sketch
book.

EPS Students actively participated in the Rose thorns and Buds
activity wherein they presented their views on the good
things that happened with them in a day (ROSE), worst
things that happened with them (Thorns) and the things
they want should happen with them (Buds).

Grade 5



English English Grammar : Explained about the possessive and reflexive
pronouns. Textual exercises from the same were also discussed
and done in the class.
In Grade 5 B, Students were explained the poem- Calico pie,
and they enjoyed reciting the same.

Social Studies A new chapter ‘PEOPLE SAIL TO DISTANT LANDS’ was
introduced in the class.

Science Textual Exercises of the chapter Circulatory system and
excretory system were completed in the class.

Maths Students learnt the rule of ‘BODMAS’ and the simplification
sums based on that. Also the meaning and application of
Average was explained to students and word problems based on
the same were explained in grade 5A only.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "સસ�ું અને કાચબો" ની વાતા�ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.
પાઠ ૨ અને ૫ નો વગ�માં ટ��ટ આ�યો.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “��नम�च: “ का अ�यास काय� �कया | नए पाठ “ वयं �कं कुम�: ?” का
�याकरण म� ततृीया �वभि�त को समझा |“�ीमदभगवद गीता “ के 12 वे अ�याय
के पहले �लोक का गान �कया और अनवुाद को समझा |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �લો ના નામ�ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi छा�� ने ग�रमा पा�य प�ुतक म� अ�बा पाठ के अतं�गत आने वाले अ�यास काय�
एवम ��न उ�र क� �या�या क� गई।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public address
system wherein they learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading storybooks and GK books in the
library period and issued the same.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup.

Computer Students learn Ms excel 2016 Introduction and components of
Ms-Excel 2016.

Music Students learned and sang patriotic songs.

Art & Craft Gr. 5A students have drawn and coloured a traditional headgear
of Mizoram in their sketch book. 5B students have drawn and
coloured the traditional costume and a landscape of Manipur.

EPS Students were explained the upcoming activity of Storytelling in
their own creation wherein they will work in pair representing
two characters- one from eastern and western tale each.
Students can dress up in costumes and bring props from the
things available at home.



MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their writing skills on the topic ‘Informal
Letter’. Textual exercise and practice work of the same was
done. Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Gupi and
Bagha Begin their Journey’.

Mathematics Section A: The chapter Decimals was completed with the
completion of textual exercise and revision exercise.
Section B: Completed chapter 5 - Fractions. Just introduction
of decimals done in the class.

Science Section A: Explanation and textual exercises of the chapter
Living and Nonliving were done in the class.

Section B: The chapter Living and Nonliving was completed
with the discussion of textual exercise. Demonstrated presence
of cells in the class.

Social Science Explanation of History Chapter-3 Ancient History with exercise
done in the class.

Hindi ख�ड 6'अ'- पाठ-7, 'कर �दया कमाल' के भाषा मंजषूा संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए
गए।
पाठ-8,'तांगेवाला' �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ का अ�ययन करवाया गया तथा अनवुाद
कराया गया व पाठ चचा� से संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।
ख�ड 6 'ब' : �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 7 'कर �दया कमाल' को पढ़ा एवं समझा तथा
क�ांतग�त ��न��र करवाए गए l

Sanskrit छा�� ने “बक�य ��तकारः “ का अ�यास काय� �कया | एवं “सिू�त�तबकः”�लोक
का गान �कया | “�ीमदभगवद गीता “ के 12 वे अ�याय के पहले �लोक का गान
�कया और अनवुाद को समझा |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �લો ના નામ�ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં સવંાદ લેખન ની સમજ મેળવી અને પાઠ ૨ અને ૮ નો

વગ�માં ટ��ટ આ�યો.

Computer Students learnt Editing Images, Graphic Designing, Image
Resizing, Editing Colours, Image Editing Softwares.

PE Students learned defence kicking skills and enjoyed sitting
Dodgeball.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the



Public Address System where students were told to keep
their eyes closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The
session gave them a chance to introspect, attain a few
moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup.

Music Students learnt and sang patriotic songs.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading fiction, non fiction and some
reference books.

Effective Public
Speaking

Book Review of great personalities presented by few
students

Art & Craft 6 A - Students have drawn and coloured the sleeping Buddha
of Sikkim in their sketch book.
6B - Students have drawn and coloured a folk design from
Goa ( a parrot🦜) in their sketch book.

Grade 7

English Students enhanced their writing skills on the topic ‘Informal
E-Mail Writing’. Textual exercise and practice work of the same
was done. Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Zoo’.

Mathematics Section 7A -Word problems of the chapter Linear Equation in
one variable were done in the class.Exercise-7.2 was
completed.
Section 7B - Explanation of Linear equation in one variable and
based on it Ex 7.1 & 7.2 till Q8 solved in the class. Class Test of
chapter 5 conducted.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Weather, Climate and
Adaptation of Animals to Climate was done in the class.
Section B: The chapter Weather, Climate and Adaptation of
Animals to Climate, was done with the discussion of textual
exercise.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-7 'प�सो का पेड़' के ��न��र क�ांतग�त �कए तथा पाठ 8
'�सदंबाद' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने नया पाठ “संक�प: �स��धदायक:” का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया |
“�ीमदभगवद गीता “ के 12 वे अ�याय के पहले �लोक का गान �कया और अनवुाद
को समझा |
�જુરાતી - િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �લો ના નામ�ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પાઠ ૨ અને ૬ નો વગ�માં ટ��ટ આ�યો.

Computer Students learnt Image editing software GIMP, GIMP Transform
tools and Computer project activity was conducted.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the Public
Address System where students were told to keep their eyes
closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The session gave
them a chance to introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup.

Music Students learnt and sang patriotic songs.

PE Students learnt Self defence kicking skills and enjoyed sitting
Dodgeball.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading fiction, non fiction and some
reference books.

Effective
Public
Speaking

Book Review of great personalities presented by few students

Art & Craft 7A - Students have drawn and coloured a landscape of
Tamilnadu & mask in their sketch book.
7B - Students have drawn male and female masks of Nagaland
in their sketch book.

Grade 8

English English Grammar: A new grammar topic ‘DETERMINERS’ was
introduced with examples in the class.Explained and discussed
about the types of determiners . Textual exercises from the
same were also done in the class.

Mathematics Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Factorisation’,
wherein they learnt about factors of natural numbers, factors
of an algebraic expression, different methods of algebraic
expression i.e. by taking out common factors, by regrouping
terms and by using identity.
Introduction to Linear Equation in One Variable done in the
class. Class Test of chapter 5 conducted.

Science Continuing the chapter Conservation of Plants and
Animals, students learnt about threats to Biodiversity,
over-exploitation, wildlife in danger, conservation of forest and
wildlife, biosphere reserve, wildlife sanctuary and National
Park.

Social Science
(Civics)

Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, Role of Parliament and People in
parliament was discussed from the chapter ‘Why do we need
Parliament’.



Sanskrit छा�� ने “गहंृ श�ूयं सतुा �वना “ का अ�यास काय� �कया | नए :भारतजनताअहं
“के �लोक का वी�डयो जखा और �लोक गान �कया | “�ीमदभगवद गीता “ के
12 वे अ�याय के पहले �लोक का गान �कया और अनवुाद को समझा |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ લ�મીબાઈ �ટળક ના ��ોની ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 6 'सागर से बनारस तक' के ��न��र क�ांतग�त �कए तथा
पाठ- 8 'सरोद-�ी सरोद- रानी' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Introduction to AI,Tools AI,ML,DL And Difference between
supervised and unsupervised Learning.

PE Students Enjoyed sitting Dodgeball game in PE Class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted in the classroom through the Public
Address System where students were told to keep their eyes
closed and sit in stillness for a few minutes. The session gave
them a chance to introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt and sang patriotic songs.

Dance Students danced to the patriotic mashup.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading fiction, non fiction and some
reference books in the library period and issued the same.

Effective Public
Speaking

Book Review of great personalities presented by few
students

Art & Craft Students have drawn and coloured a Assami instrument 🎷
player in their sketchbook.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Poem: The Lake Isle of Innisfree was read and
explained. Question-Answers were completed after
discussion. Chapter5: The Snake & the Mirror was read
and explained in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Quadrilateral” and solving an
example based on mid point theorem.
Chapter Number System- revision was done in the class.



Science-Chemistry Revision of chapter Is matter around us pure? was
done and Students appeared for the class test of the same
chapter.

Science-Physics Numericals were solved from the chapter Forces And
Laws of Motion.

Science- Biology The different types of plant meristem was discussed from
the chapter Tissues

Science- Practical Students prepared a temporary mount of cheek epithelium

SS- History October Revolution, The Civil War & Stalinism was
discussed from the chapter ‘Socialisation in Europe &
Russian Revolution’.

SS- Political Science Students learnt about the election commission, voter's list,
candidates form, free and fair election campaign in
ongoing chapter 'Electoral Politics'.

Computer Basic Computer Operation and Computer Project
Presentation.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the Teachers via Public
address system wherein they learned prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques,
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close
their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने लेखन के अतंग�त अनौपचा�रक प�� को समझा।

Library Time Students have been referred to subject books, fiction,
non fiction books and issued the same.

PE Students enjoyed sitting Dodgeball game and chess &
carrom game in PE Class.

Art & Craft Gr. 9 students have drawn 'A lady in the boat' landscape of
Jammu & Kashmir. They have also done the unusual Art
activity ' a decorative item'. They have also completed the
calligraphy work.

Grade 10

English Reported Speech: Reporting Interrogative sentences
were explained along with structure and examples.
Exercises based on the same were solved.

Mathematics Completed chapter “Arithmetic Progression” with all



textual sums and oral test.
Numericals from the chapter, ‘Probability’ were solved by
the students.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Acids,Bases and Salts
wherein the topics salts and its characteristics,types of salts
were discussed.

Biology Students were introduced to the concept of Mendel’s
dihybrid cross, and extra problems related to dihybrid cross
were solved.

Physics The topics of potential, potential difference, conductor,
insulator, etc were explained from the chapter, ‘Electricity’.

Science Practical Students wrote practical determination of the pH of
different samples in their practical notebook.

SS - History Students did inter - disciplinary topics on the nineteenth
century (1815-1914) to end of Bretton Woods & the
beginning of globalisation.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने लेखन के अतंग�त औपचा�रक प�� को समझा।

Computer Computer project presentation and Students learn
practical on Analyse data and goal seek and operating
system evolution in Open Office Calc.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students enjoyed spider football and sitting Dodgeball
game in PE Class.

Library Time Students have been referred to subject books, fiction, non
fiction books and issued the same.

Art & Craft Gr. 10 have completed the colouring in the print out of
Meghalaya's food, Garo tribals(man-woman), dance,
landscape and map.

Grade 11- Science

English Chapter2: We’re not Afraid to Die If we can be
Together, was read and explained in the class.

Physics Introduction of vectors, types of vectors and vector
addition laws were explained from the chapter Motion in a



plane.
The first two laws of motion were explained from the
chapter, ‘ Laws of Motion’ with numericals.

Physics Practical To verify Hooke’s law.

Chemistry Continuing chapter chemical bonding and molecular
structure wherein the topics types of covalent bond
,resonance structures ,bond parameters, VSEPR
theory,Valence bond theory were discussed.

Chemistry Practical A Salt analysis experiment was done in the chemistry
laboratory.

Biology Completed the chapter Plant kingdom with the discussion
of the plant group Gymnosperms and Angiosperms.
A new chapter Cell- The basic unit if life was started, the
structure of Prokaryotic cells was discussed.

Biology- Practical 1. Students appeared for PT1 practical examination.

Mathematics Started a new chapter “Probability” with introduction of
necessary terms. Completed chapter “ Complex Number”
with all textual sums and lab activity of iota.

Computer Python program on defining data types and Arithmetic
operators.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Chapter-3 ,Government Companies - Changes happened in
the Public Sector, was explained.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of types of vouchers.
Now, they can identify and make variour source vouchers
and accounting vouchers.

Computer Python program on defining data types and Arithmetic
operators.

English Chapter2: We’re not Afraid to Die If we can be
Together, was read and explained in the class.



Statistics of
Economics

Students solved the sums of ongoing chapter Presentation
of Data.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Chapter2: We’re not Afraid to Die If we can be
Together, was read and explained in the class.

Psychology Ch-2 Methods explained few topics remains.

Statistics of
Economics

Students solved the sums of ongoing chapter Presentation
of Data.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science

Physics Started a new chapter Magnetism and matter wherein the
topics- introduction of magnetism, properties of magnetism,
magnetic dipole moment and magnetic field lines were
explained to the students.
A new chapter, ‘ Atoms’ was introduced to the students.

Physics Practical 1. To verify the laws of combination of series and parallel
resistances using a metre bridge.

2. To find the resistance per cm of a given wire by
plotting a graph of V vs I.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter d and f block elements
wherein the topics general properties of d block
elements,preparation and properties of potassium
vs.dichromate were discussed.

Chemistry practical Investigatory project related work and functional group
identification tests were done in the laboratory.



Biology Completed the chapter The molecular basis of
inheritance with the discussion of DNA fingerprinting and
its application.
A new chapter Evolution was started and evolutionary
theories, evidences of evolution were discussed.

Biology- Practical Students performed the following practical:
1. Observation of stages of Meiosis
2. Identification of homologous and analogous organs.

English Ch.4:The Rattrap was read and explained.
Question-Answers were written after discussion.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Integration” and solved
textual sums.

Computer Python program on file handling text file,Binary file.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Ch.4:The Rattrap was read and explained.
Question-Answers were written after discussion.

Macro Economics Students did the ongoing chapter topic 'Determination
of Income and employment'. Wherein they solved the
sums on Aggregate Supply and demand.

Business Studies Students were made to understand the concept of
planning. They have also been given the information
relating to features, limitations and process of planning.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of fundamentals relating to admission of
partner. They will now be able to solve complex problems.

Computer Python program on file handling text file,Binary file.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time



with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

AISV observed Hiroshima and Nagasaki Day on 4th August, 2023 to pay
condolence to the souls affected and to spread a message of peace and
harmony that shall prevail in this world worth celebrating life.
Hence, to glorify the greatness of friendship and harmony; our esteemed
institution also dedicated 4th August,2023 to remark Friendship Day (to be
celebrated on 6th August, 2023).

RELIANCE SMART SUPERSTORE: FIELD TRIP UKG C/D: 3.08.2023

The journey from field, orchard, farm, factory, to Reliance Smart.
Visit to Reliance Smart. Entrepreneur, consumer, manufacturer, market - our first
baby step!

Our super smarties visited the RELIANCE SMART SUPERSTORE, to know more
about the Food we eat - fruits, veggies, cereals, pulses and also to understand how
the things are packed, and were also briefed about the details mentioned on the
packets.

Eg: red and green dot, rate tag, weight tag, expiry & manufactured date etc. They
visited other sections in the retail outlet and also saw how the things are sold, how
a buyer buys and pays money for the things he/she bought! Thus, the lil smarties
took their first step to understand the world of entrepreneur, consumer,
manufacturer and market!

FIELD TRIP TO BARODA MUSEUM: (C3 TO C5)
The students visited Baroda Museum & Picture Gallery, Sayaji Baug this week as
part of the educational field trip. The trip began with a lot of enthusiasm and
vigour. The museum is famous for its unique collection of art, sculpture,
ethnography and ethnology. Several of the paintings are not only original but
masterpieces at the picture gallery. The Egyptian mummy and skeleton of a blue
Whale were the major attractions. It was an enriching learning experience for the
students and they enjoyed it.

STAR OF THE WEEK

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C12, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:



Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 A/B Pranav Bhat - 1A Aradhya N Singh (1B)

Grade 1 C/D Dhvij Kothari -1C Saanvi Bhagat 1D

Grade 2 A/B Preyas Patel - 2A Kashvi Thakkar - 2B

Grade 2 C/D Divyarajsinh Y Rana Prayushi Mistry - 2D

Grade 3 A,B,C Aarav Makwana- 3B Aarvi Bhatt-3A

Grade 4A,B,C Rayan Patel- 4A Avani Singh - 4B

Grade 5 A,B Anvesha Bhardwaj- 5B Dheeraj Singh- 5A

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Jaineel Shah - 6B Shraddha - 7B

Grade 8 - Lalita Chaudhary

Grade 9 to 12 Priyanshi Patel Harsh Sharma

Grade Star of the Month - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 3 A,B,C Dhrishat Rai -

Grade 4A,B,C Karaj Panchal -

Grade 5 A,B Gracy Ajudiyu -

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Trisha Parmar -7A Harit Punjabi - 6A

Grade 8 Shaurya Pandey -



BEFRIEND READING

BOOK GIFTED ON MY BIRTHDAY:

Name of the child Grade Date Title of the book

Vedansh Chauhan 2B 29-07-2023 ● Cubby Transforms
Herself

● Daisy Ruins Her Birthday
● Dusty and Bruno the

Bully
● Gracie Saves the Park
● Muffin and Tangy
● Snowball Learns About

Cleanliness
● The Disobedienent Lamb
● Klepty the Lifter

Riyan R Sharma 2C 31- 07-2023 151- World Famous Bravery
Tales

Adwik Thakur LKG-B 02-08-2023 Moral Stories for Kids


